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In the heart of the Australian Outback, where GURO, the 

wise and principled kangaroo led its community with grace, 

a digital evolution unfolded. Captivated by the unspoiled 

beauty of its surroundings, GURO chose the Solana 

blockchain as the digital savannah for its community to 

thrive.



GURO is not just a participant in the blockchain race; it's the 

Kangaroo that will be leading the run. In a meme chase, 

GURO will be taking the 'dogs' of the blockchain on a run, 

symbolizing its determination to set the pace and carve its 

own path in the world of cryptocurrencies.

The Evolution of $GURO



The community sponsorship breathes life into the


project, emphasising that GURO is not just a Meme Coin;


it's a collective movement. With every hop, the


community plays a vital role, shaping the narrative and


contributing to the success of GURO.


GURO CLAN is open for all crypto enthusiasts, investors,


and dreamers. Whether you're drawn to the playful leaps,


the speed of Solana, the community sponsorship, or the


brilliance of the team. With each hop, GURO CLAN is


making a mark.


The $GURO Meme Coin token will be a symbol of shared


values, rewarding members for their commitment to the


platform's principles. Smart contracts encoded the


principles of collaboration, fairness, and respect,


creating a thriving ecosystem that mirrored the serenity


and interconnectedness of the Outback.

The Guru Clan



While meme coins might not have intrinsic utility, GURO on 

the Solana Blockchain will Leverage AI-powered risk 

management systems that can analyze market data in real-

time to identify potential risks and vulnerabilities within the 

ecosystem in order to help protect the interests of 

investors and users.



Offer exclusive merchandise and limited-edition items that 

can only be purchased using the meme coin token. This 

includes branded apparel, accessories, or collectibles 

featuring meme-inspired designs or logos.



Organize webinars specifically for token holders. That will 

feature guest speakers, workshops, or networking 

opportunities related to cryptocurrency, blockchain 

technology, or meme culture

The Utilities



$GURO aims to effectively incentivize community, early 

contributors, and the team members while ensuring a fair 

and sustainable distribution of tokens over time.

GURO Tokenomics

Token Supply Token Symbol

$GURO1,000,000,000

Initial Token Offering

40%
These tokens are used for the initial listing of $GURO on cryptocurrency 
exchange to provide liquidity and enable trading.

Community Incentives

30%
These tokens are set aside for rewarding long-term $GURO token holders. The 
incentives can be distributed through Airdrops, Token Burn events and other 
reward programs.

Early Contributors

10%
To the early contributors who helped launch, and remain dedicated to driving 
GURO’s long-term success.


Vesting Period: 

Vest over a period

of 1 to 2 years.

Cliff

3 to 6 months.

Vesting Rate

Quarterly or semi-annually, with a 
gradually increasing vesting rate.

Token Reserve and 
Marketing

15%

Released over time to ensure availability for future ecosystem development and 
liquidity provision. And also marketing to raise awareness and attract more users 
to the GURO CLAN.

Team Tokens

5%
To the entire team who are dedicated to driving GURO’s long-term success and 
sustainability.

Vesting Period: 

Vest over a period

of 2 to 3 years.

Cliff

6 to 12 months.

Vesting Rate

Monthly or quarterly, with a linear or 
gradually increasing vesting rate.



Guro Roadmap

Phase 1

: Launch an Airdrop Campaign to distribute tokens 
and incentivize community engagement.*

: Conduct the Initial Token Offering (ITO) on 
Raydium, ensuring liquidity is burnt to foster a 
healthy market.*

: Secure listings on CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko 
for improved visibility and accessibility.

Phase 2

: Expand trading options and liquidity by listing 
the token on a second decentralized 
exchange (DEX)H

: Implement comprehensive marketing 
strategies and forge strategic partnerships to 
increase brand awareness and adoptionH

: Execute a token burn event to demonstrate 
commitment to tokenomics and enhance 
scarcity.*

: Secure listing on a reputable centralized 
exchange (CEX) to broaden market reach and 
liquidity options.

Phase 3

: Launch a second Airdrop campaign to 
maintain community engagement and attract 
new usersH

: Continuously drive marketing efforts and 
cultivate strategic partnerships to expand the 
project's ecosystemH

: Secure additional listings on prominent CEX 
platforms to further increase liquidity and 
accessibility.

Phase 4

: Unveil GURO Evolution, showcasing 
significant advancements and improvements 
in the project's featuresH

: Engage in rigorous research and 
collaboration endeavors to drive innovation 
and further developmentH

: Lay the groundwork for future expansions 
and developments, ensuring the project's 
sustainability and long-term success.



Disclaimer: This whitepaper is intended for informational 

purposes only and does not constitute financial advice. 

Investing in cryptocurrencies, including meme coins, carries 

inherent risks, including but not limited to market volatility, 

regulatory uncertainty and there is no guarantee of market 

subject to significant price fluctuations.



Readers are encouraged to conduct their own research 

and consult with a qualified financial advisor before making 

any investment decisions.

Disclaimer



Join Us
@guroSolana

guroclan.com

https://guroclan.com/

